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Abstract
An assessment of the probable failure modes of
high-power traveling wave tubes (TWT's) intended for
use in space is presented. 'The infant mortality, use-
ful life, and wearout phase of the tubes life are con-
sidered. The performance of existing developmental
tubes, flight experience, and sequential hardware test-
ing are evaluated. The reliability history of TWT's it
space applications is documented by considering (1) the
generic parts of the tube in light of the manner in
which their design and operation affect the ultimate
reliability of the device, (2) the flight experience of
medium-power tubes, and (3) the available life test
data for existing space-qualified TWT's it addition to
those of high-power devices.
Based on generic failure rate data from existing
literature, an analytical estimate of the Mf BF of a
specific high-power TLTi used for the Connunications
Technology Satellite (CTS) is calculated. The same
procedure is also applied to a tube characteristic of
existing space-qualified devices in order that the
validit' • of the analytical predictions may be compared
with demonstrated MTBF. A failure effects analy=is
with criticality ranking is then presented for the CTS
tube in order to uncover those components which most
strongly affect its reliability, the critical design
weaknesses of the tube, and its we arout modes. A se-
quential test is then described which determined early
within the development program whether the tube could
demonstrate with reasonable confidence a given MTBF
range.
Introduction
In today's communication satellites, and in most
other types of existing spacecraft, a traveling-wave
tube JWT) serves as the final output stage of the
transmitter. It is generally the only vacuum tube de-
vice utilized in the onboard communication system and,
in terms of current research and development, it is
highly unlikely that it can be replacea by any solid-
state device in the foreseeable future.
Most space applications of traveling-wave tubes
require long operating tines for earth/satellite cot.-
munications. Therefore, reliability without mai:.ten-
ance is a major design an.! :manufacturing concern. Since
TWT's will be employed in space communication systems
for some time, it is important to evaluate their pres-
ent flight experience and demonstrated life data, ana
to make reliability estimates in order to develop a
basis for engineering decisions concerning the kind of
performance which can be expected from these tubes in
current applications and in the future. Although some
existing tube types of up to 20 watts output have
demonstrated lives of over S years in spacecraft mis-
sions, proposed future missions will require new tubes
operating at higher power levels, frequencies, and
efficiencies. A larEe number of long duration tests
have been conducted to date on traveling-wave tube
systems, subsystems, and components. However, these
tests h,, ­e
 
typically been part of a technolo.y de-
velopme:'. phase which for the most part can not be
considered sequential reliability testing since each
STAR Category 38
system tested may be slightly different. Thus, even
though space-qualified communications systems have
flown, system reliability, particularly in the case of
the new high-power devices, can only be inferred from
the results of past and present developmental testing
and estimated by analytical techniques.
Estimates of Generic Failure Rates
The TWT belongs to a general class of devices
designated as hear.:-type microwave tubes. The name
arises because their operation requires a lon; confined
flow (beam) of electrons along the axis of the tube.
Figure 1 illustrates a cutaway view of a surer high-
frequency (12 GHz) T.JT which was developed for the CTS
program by MALSA (Ref. 1). It is the objecti ve of this
section to describe the characteristics of this com-
ponent in some detail with particular emphasis on how
their design and structure affects reliability.
The reliability grotrth predictions that are given
in the following discussion, are based lar.,ely on en-
gineering judgment. F'aiiure rates are s_:own as mea::s
and extremes. These data were developed from several
different sources of failure rates fir east: type of
component (Refs. 2-8). :t is expected that a component
will exhibit a low (L), mean (M), or upper (U) failure
rate depending on the aesign and application stresses
and material strengths. ',;eon values are used for cal-
culations allowing he confi a ace interval to define
the next estimate range.
Sun Structure
In a properly designed and processed TWT, the ul-
timate life of the tube is determined by de pletion of
the active cathode material. High-power operation re-
quires two basic chain.;es in the electron gun design.
First, the cathode potential is raised to 8.5 kV or
more as compared with about 5 kV or less in lower poorer
tubes. Higher voltages impose more stringent insula-
tion requirements on a structure which is basically de-
signed for electron optic characteristics rather than
ureakdown properties. Second, the cathode loading is
usually increased to around 0.5 amp/cm2 or greater, if
reasonable sized guns are to be employed. Oxide-coated
cathodes, as employed in the medium cower-tucen, ar,
limited to currents on the order of tenths of amp/c:2
if long lives are to be expected. The high-power tubes
must employ impre,;nated tun:sten cathoues (or the so-
called disperser cathodes). :his type of cathode is
considerably newer than the oxide cathode and, as such,
less knowledge and experience is available to document
performance. As with the oxide-coated type, exrecte:
life is determ zed ultimately by the amount of red,.icing
impurity added to the basis cathode structure. These
high-current catuodes also require higher temperature
operation increasing both the prime power requirements
fc, the heater and the complexity of the thermal design
of the OLn (Ref. 71,
From a reliability point of view we -dill consider
the gun structure to be cor:poced of :'ice parts. A
camp''IeLion of the estimated generic failure rates for
these parts is given below. The failure rates where
obtained from e::istint; literature (Refs. b-1:; . :he
table lists the upper (U) and lower (L) val, ,es found in
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the literature alone; with the mean (M) which is nor-
mally used in calculations.
Part Gfr/l0f (lours
U M L
Cathode heater 0.04 0.02 0.01
Cathode 20.0 U.2 7.0
Electrodes 0.15 0.09 0.03
Shields 0.04 0.02 0.005
Connectors (4 pin) O.b4 0.14 0.02
Circuit
A number of different types of circuits have been
developed to overcome the basic power handling limita-
tions of the helix at high frequency. The coupled-
cavity slow wave structure has become the most popular
because of its many advantages. The drive tube through
which the electron beam passes is defined by a series
of gaps at the centers of the cavities. Interaction of
the fields in the cavity with the electron beam occurs
through the fringing fields at these daps. Coupling
holes pleced in the transverse walls of the cavities
(the wel , ) allow rf energy to pass from one cavity to
the rest. As with the helix, the coupled cavity circuit
effectively reduces the speed with which the rf energy
can propagate along the structure. In effect, one can
imagine that the energy must move back and forth in or-
der to pass through the coupling holes of successive
cavities. The result is that the energy travels, at
the speed of light, a considerable distance in order to
travel a relatively short distance along the tube axis.
Most of the basis r:' propertie of the TWT are deter-
mined by this structure. The frequency is determined
by the overall size of each cavity. The wave velocity
is made synchronous with the electron beam ty the ap-
propriate spacing between successive cavities. The
bandwidth is determined by the sire of the couplint
holes. All of these dimensions can be varied over wide
ranges in order to perform tradeoffs between electrical.
and thermal requirements. However, once the design i-
established, the dimensions must be closely controlled
(at 12 ;Hz dimensions are specified to O.0005" with
!0.0002" tolerance) in order to avoid serious degrada-
tion of the electrical performance •>f the circuits.
Medium-power tubes that have been used in space
have a helix circuit configuration. The estimated
generic failure rates for this type of tube are tabu-
lated below (Net's. 5-10):
Part Gfr/106 Hours
U M L
Helix 5,26 2.88 0.50
Attenuator 1.03 0.60 0.15
Windows 2.43 0.90 0.37
Connectors (2 pin) 0.27 0.14 0.05
High-power tubes using the coupled cavity circuit
configuration modifies the estimated generic failure
rates as follows (Refs,
Part ;fr/106 Hours
U M L
Coupled cavities 0.08 0,01 0.006
Attenuator 1.03 0.60 0.15
Sever 0.40 0.14 0.04
Wavegufdes 1.92 1.10 0.:-9
Magnetic Focusing Configuration
Perhaps one of the most valuable aspects of the
coupled ca-ity structure is that its geometry is :deal
for employing periodic permanent magnet (FFM) focusing.
The cavity walls are made of iron in order to channel
the magnetic field from annular permanet magnets dam
to the beam drif' tube. This allows relatively weak
magnets to produce the strong :'ocusin^- :'ield: req.:ired
at the gaps. Unfortunately, iron has poor thermal and
electrical conductivity. Thus, it is often necessar}
to copper plate a section of the iron in order to im-
prove the rf properties and to provide integral cooling
passages in the structure.
The magnetic focusing structure is composed of the
following parts with their respective estimated generic
failure rates (Iefs. -10):
Part	 ;fr/lot' Hours
U	 1.1	 L
Magnets	 7.11	 S. GS	 2,02
Collector
When the spent electron beam leaves the rf circuit
region it is terminated on a collector in order to com-
plete the do electron flow circuit. Considerable
kinetic erier,y remains in the beam, as typically only
10 to 60 percent has been converted to rf signal
energy. Hence, the collector must to able to dissipate
the remaining energy in the form of heat. This is ac-
complished by brazing the collector to a ceramic insu-
lator which in turn is brazed to the tube vacuum enve-
lope. A heat path is, therefore, provided while main-
taining- the necessary electrical insulation of the col-
lector from the tube body. The collector electraie
typically constructed of copper (oxygen free to avoid
cathode poisoning) in order to have high electrical and
thermal conductivity and low outgassing properties. It
is often operated at a potential below the circuit po-
tential in order to slow the beam velocity down i:efore
collection, and thereby reduce the impingement energy
and improve the tube efficiency. This is called de-
pressed collector operation which offers two practical
improvements. First, with less kinetic energy beink-
dissipated in the collector, the collector operates at
a lower temperature. Second, in slowing down, the
beam actually delivers ener ty to the power processor
supplying the collector potential; energy which would
have otherwise been dissipated in the collector as
heat, Hence, the overall power requirements of the
tu..e are reduced. }iiF;h gain 1Wr' s have a wide range of
electron velocities in the spent beam. Since the spent
beam will actually have a wide electron velocity
spread, it is necessary to collect these electrons with
several electrodes at different potentials. The use of
ultiple collectors reduces the energy of different
ve'ocit ranges within the spent beam to a minimum,
thereby, achieving a much more efficient recovery.
Combination of improved circuit efficiency with de-
pressed collection has resulted in tubes with overall
efficiency greater than 50 percent (Ref, d).
The design of these multiple collectors is quite
involved due to the complicated trajectories of the
electrons in the device (Ref. 9). Reflection of elec-
trons back into the circuit region and secondary emis-
sion of electrons from the electrodes are the two main
practical difficulties encountered when electron tra-
jectorles are not optimum.
Tubes that have been used in space are of the sin-
gle stage (1S) collector configuration with a one-pin
(1P) high-voltage connection. The estimated generic
failure rates for these parts are as follows (Refs,
:,-10):
Fart
	
mfr/106 hours
U	 M,	 L
Collector (1S)	 1.10	 0.40	 0.12
Connector (10	 0,14	 0.04	 0.005
The addition of a multistage repressed collector
te:us to complicate the design and thus lower relia-
bility; the effe., t should be no worse than a linear
function by stages, A 1?-stage (10S depressed col-
lector would have an estimated generic failure rate as
follow: ;Refs. :.-10):
r ^
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Part	 if  10f hours
U	 h:	 L
Collectors (10S)	 11.0	 4.0	 1.2
Connectors (lo p )	 1.36	 0. 6:J	 0.01
Remaining; 'TWT Considerations
There are several ad,Litional components that are
necessary to provide the proper electrical, mechanical,
thermal, an,i environmental conditions for a 'TWT to op-
erate. The mechanical configuration of the tube is
constructed to provide the necessary vacuum envelope.
Further Irotection against- vibration may also be ob-
tained by suspending the basic tube in a separate pro-
tective metallic body and heat :ink. In addition to
the components described above, a hi_;h-power tube will
often be provided with some means of continuous pump-
ing in order to insure a high vacuum.
These remedning parts are listed below, along with
their respective estimated generic failure rates (Refs.
..-l0):
Part	 6fr 106 Hours
U	 M	 L
Vacuum envelope	 0.6	 0.04	 0.02
Ion pump	 10.0	 1.0	 0.10
Structural sections	 1.35	 0.60	 0.03
Flight Experience
One of the design requirements for the CTS space-
craft was a performance goal of t: years of useful
life. Since 1964, four space missions have beer: docu-
merited using TWT comr,urication systems demonstrating
useful lives in excess of . years (17 520 hr (Refs.
10, 11). A chronological listing of these long,-life
space missions using 'LWI communications is shown in
Table I. Of the eight Pioneer tubes considered in
Table I, only one tube failed in flight. In particu-
lar, after 14 days, iliuneer 7 was forced to switch to
its backup tube. This tube subsequently provided con-
tinuous operation for over d years and was still oper-
ating in 1970 when the final flight report, was pre-
pared. The tubes in Pioneers 8 and 9 have exhibited
failure-free lives of at least 3 and 2 years, respec-
tively, at the time of the report while the tube in
Pioneer 6 was still operating continuously after ap-
proximately 46 720 hours (about 5 113 yr). It is un-
fortunate that more recent information was not avail-
able but these figures do demonstrate qualitatively the
long-life capabilities for space used 'TWT' s. A quanti-
tative measure of the tube's overall exhibited .rean
time between failures (te) can also be made. Compari-
son of this exhibited (te) with the calculated (Ye) es-
timated ranjLe at 90 percent confidence ;-ace some va-
lidity to this analysis. F'or the con.bined Pioneer
data shown in Table I, one failure occurred in 119 272
hours; therefore, (te) = 119.3 khr. We could expect
the next Pioneer TWT to fail some time in the range
from 39.6 to 2310 khr with a 30-percent confidence.
Life 'Pests
During, the past 10 years, a substantial number of
TWT long-duration tests exhibiting useful lives in ex-
cess of 2 years have teen performed (Refs. r, 10).
The majority of these tests were performed as part of a
'LWT development phase. Care must be exercises in using
this data to reflect fully developed, quality con-
trolled, flight ready devices. However. these tests
did serve to uncover chance and wearout failure modes.
The wearout failure modes through component develop-
ments were t,rought to a minimum which enhancer the con-
fidence in those parts which repeatedly survived. Fi-
nally these tests provided data on the	 ^damental and
limiting TWT failure modes. in many case. the test,
periods approached the operating times required by
4
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typical space communication niiscions. These data al-
low projection of ultimate life to be made with im-
provint; confidence and accuracy. Four typical sets of
TWT life test data are shown in Table II. Line 1 of
Table 11 summarizes power life characteristics of non-
flight members of the Syncom 314H and the 10-watt
Pioneer 34911 tubes. hermonstrz ion of a MUBF range
from 56.3 to 5280 khr with a 9v-percent confidence,
without any observed failurec, attests to the flight
readiness of these tubes. Line 2 of Table Ll relates
to the b-watt 38411 TWT designed for the Advanced 'Tech-
noloty Satellite. The 12 tubes noted are the original
tubes placed , tests in October of 196:. As of May 3,
1966 they had a^rained the performance as shown with
no significant. reduction in cathode activity or power
output. Lines 3 and 4 of '!'able LI demonstrates the
perforinwice of 1000-wat t., s-band reflex klystrons in-
te rated for space use. The structure and the design of
these beam-type devices is quite similar to that of a
traveling-wave tube. 'Phis it particularly true for
the cathode configuratio,.. The usual test procedure
consisted of removing a small sample from each month's
production and to operate them at rated specifications
for a time sli,-btly greater than the warranty period.
The tubes were removed at this time, though operating
normally, to avoid wearout bias.
Failure Considerations
Since the CTS Pro tram was functioning with fixed
time, dollar, and performance constraints, it was un-
likely that the amount cf testing required to generate
the classical failure rate curve as shown. in Fig. 2
could take place before launch for the high-powered
transmitter experiment packa E;e (TEP). In this: section,
it is intended to show that different methods are
available to demonstrate that the TEP was ready to per-
form its experimental arnction when launched. Early
and wearout failures can be avoided by careful selec-
tion and application of the preflight checkout proce-
dures and by not, planning to use the equipment beyond
the estimated wearout interval, (t 	 is Fig. 2. The
methods by which these various: !'a lure rate intervals
can ce identified are categorized as f'c_'1ows:
1. Early Failures: Identify poterLial early fail-
ure modes; identify checkout procedures required to as-
sure that most early failures have been removed; spe-
cify the minimum treflight test period (t i, .
2. Chance Failures: By analysis of the various
parts that are used in the CTS TWT, estimate the MTBF
range at a :YO-percent confidence level.
3. Wearout Failures: identify life-limiting wear-
out failure modes and based on existing life test data,
estimate the time (tw up to which the failure rate
can be considered constant and the mean life (tm .
Chance Failures with Rate Estimates
Fet'eren,:e 12 explains the concept of using the
failure rates for the parts of a component to predict
the MbF of a component in a laboratory environment.
A reliat. ;lity analysis of the high-power output stage
tube was undertaken usin g
 this method. A similar
study on medium power tubes was also made so that the
results could Le compared with available data as a
check un the validity of the analysis. These two stud-
ies are presented in Table III. Since generic failure
rate data for many of the :new parts usa:d in the OST
did not exist, the part failure rates of similar equip-
ment used in airborne applications was selected. The
mean generic failure rates have beer, tabulated to col-
	
1
umn 1. An application factor (KA) is shown in column 2.
This factor is art attempt to •sake into consideration
the actual part stresses in an effort to make the total
failure rate as, ac.=urate as possible. In those cases
where the strersea 21d not seem to make much differ-
ence an application facto- of one was used. The total
	 1
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failure rate is the product of columns 1 and 2. Under
remarks we identify the type of tube to which the data
applies. The total generic failure rate for the medium
and high-Dower tubes adds up to be Z1.4 F/lV ant
40.8 F/10" hours, respectively. because parts are
subjected to far greater stresses in an airborne envi-
ronment than in the space environment except for the
rather short launching phase, both failure rates were
adjusted by an operating mode factor (F.op) of 0.35 ,iv-
in . 1 .04 r /10' and 1.5 .4 i'; l0'' hours, respectively.
All of the flight programs shown in Table I and the me-
dium power, primary M communications system used two
tube redundancy to give maximum mission assurance. The
estimated VTBF should reflect this redundancy for the
medium power tube by a redundancy factor (Kr) equal to
0.204 for t/r equal to 0.159 with two switching net-
works (Ref. 12). Since the high power OST was not re-
dundant, a Kr equal to 1 should be used in this case.
Cost, weight, and the experimental nature of the OST
ruled out the use of redundancy in this case. Further,
many of the spacecraft experiments could function with-
out the TEP. The final modified failure rates are for
the medium-1 )wer tubes 1.64 r'/lOt' hours and the hi6h-
power tube 1:'.-1 1/10" hours.
The estimateu MTBF (rc) was calculated by taking
the reciprocal of these modified failure rites which
come out to be 540 khr for the medium-power tube and
74.6 khr for the high-power tube. The upper and lower
90-percent conficence limits for the estimated 
'Fc were
calculated using the chi-squared distribution by assum-
ing that one chance failure had occurred. The medium-
power estimated 1%7FF range based on the generic failure
rate analysis came out to be 180 to 10 500 khr at a 90-
percent confidence level. This can be compared with the
data for items 1 and 2 in .'able II, the range here at
the same confidence level is b6.3 to 4580 khr. This im-
plies that the chance failure rates are somewhat opti-
mistic but suitable for use to identify critical item
by ranking. Using, comparable numbers for the OST anal-
ysis results in a calculated MTBF range of 58.0 to 1450
khr at a 90-percent confidence level. it appears as
though the OST does have the inherent design capability
to last for the 17 520 hours required by the CTS mis-
sion.
Failure Effects Analysis with Criticality Ranking
fhe output stage tube as applied to the CTS, was
an experimental product intended to simplify and reduce
the cost of ,round-receivini, equipment. In this case a
failure effects analysis with criticality ranking was
undertaken to establish those parts which have a high
probability of impacting mission performance. This was
a statistical study which requires esti^iates from ex-
perience with similar TWT parts, Not all part failure
modes contribute to loss of the OST, nor are all the
parts equally susceptible to failure, a ranking accord-
ing to criticality is shown in Table IV for both medium-
and high-power tube parts. This ranking helps to focus
attention on those parts where the greatest improvements
in reliability can be made within the existing time and
money restraints. Part improvement studies are the only
means by which these pests changes can be made as it was
not practical to use redundancy for the 200-watt OST.
The primary failure modes were classified and lis-
ted for each part considering both the type of rf cir-
cuit and collector employed. The data was taken from
existing literature and the malfunction reports. Only
primary failures were considered in the listing of part
failures. The method of weighing (W) the IWT loss pro-
bability was to assign fixed probabilities to cer'.ain
events; weighting factor (W) equals 100 for :ertain
total failure. W equals 50 for probable total f ail-
ure, W equals 10 for possible total failure, anu W
equals zero for no effect on the tube. Py this
methoi of weighing, it is possible to eliminate fror..
consideration, failures that have no effect on the
tube and to assivm a ratin, • 'o others ",)r an estimate
o! loss probabilities. The failure mode frequen,sy ra-
tio was estimated from three case studies by uividiaE,
the number of failures of the art in any t,iveu mode by
the total number of tailures f the part in all modes.
These three case :studies of beam tube problem
areas are summarized in Table V. 1 ,;o involve the prob-
lems encountered in the design and uevelopment of high
power 'TWT's while the third is concerned with the prob-
lems associated with the OST in production under actual
service conditions. The generic failure rates were
taken from Table III as the mean values. The criti-
cality number was computed as the numerical product of
the TWT loss probability, the failure rao , le frequency
ratio and the ;eneric failure rate. - I.e maximum criti-
cality number was listed and used for rankint, In col-
umn 6 of Table IV. All high-power tube parts with a
maximum critical i ty number greater than 10 i/10'' hours
were identified as risk items. An 'ntensive develop.:.ent
program was conducted i.o demonstrate that the tube wac
qualified and rev 
	 for flight use.
Reliability 'Test to Demonstrate Fli:-ht Readiness
Reliability and lifetime are two of the most im-
portant parameters in TWT desi,,n. Demonstration tests
performed to verify :TTBF and wearout requirments must
be compatible with the time phas i ng of the prograri and
available funds. One of the design requirements for
the OST spacecraft was a ,oal of 2 years of useful
life. Three alternatives exist to try and demonstrate
this goal:
1. A large number of tubes could Le tested to pro-
vide meaningful information during the early program
phases.
2. A smaller quantity of tubes tested for a longer
period, yet within the time span of the program,
3. Demonstration to a lesser requirement, confi-
dence and WLBF, which will provide reasonable assurance
in obtaining the spacecraft .,oal.
The approach described was based upon the second
and third alternatives since '.he time and cost of
equipment and tubes to implement the first approach was.
prohibitive at this power level.
Sequenti al testing wa y the )ptimum approach to re-
liability demonstration when time is of the essence;
i.e., when an accept or reject uicision must be made
early in the program or within a specified period of
time. Here the test prob-ram was based upon the expec-
ted time to make a derision, which may be optimized in
both tubes and equipment required if the actual tube
MTBF exceeds the design ob,,ective.
The fesign of a sequential test to confirm that
the 90-percent conficence MTBF ranee of 2.5 to 145.(' khr
can be met using 10-percent consumer and producer risks
and applying the Poisson equation (Refs. 13, 14). In
this case, the minimum expected time to reach a flight
ready decision would be 3.67 khr (about 6 mo) if three
tubes were placed on test at the start. The failure
history would determine the ready/not ready performance
as charted in :ig. .
Since the OST development was very hardware limi-
ted, it was recommended that one tube be placed on
flight readiness demonstration test initially and the
test time extended accordingly. If one or more fa i l-
ures occurred, additional tubes would be consecutively
tested with an expected time to make the flight readi-
ness decision, no longer than 19.7 unit-khr, Consecu-
tive testing is the optim= approach, since tubes may
not be available from production at the same time and,
most important, the test time and equipment costs would
be prohibitive at this power level. It may be seen in
'gig, 3 that if one tube was placed on test, a ready
decision would be made as early as 11.0 khr (about
15 mo) assured "on" time without failure.
Reliatility demonstration testir. used upon the
sequential :light readiness test was recommended as
fob )W:,
RMYRODUCIBILITY OF THF,
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1. One depressed collector TWT was placed on test
under full rf drive at room ambient.
2. 'lest was run continuous wave at room a.!;bient.
3. 'Pest setup, as shown in I- t,. 4, included an rf
source, a fli:,ht type power prose: ;or, and monitoring,
instruments to assure auequate voltage, current, power,
and shutdown protective circuits and an rf load,
4. Important parameters wer^ monitored with strip
chart recorders to maintain the selected operating con-
ditions and optimize .erformance.
S. 'dean-time-between-failure: estimates wr_re based
on accumulated test time and the number of relevant
failures which occur. This was compared to ready and
not ready criterion of Fig.
Demonstration test, which are still runriinr-t,
could have been terminated when (1) the 2, 1) to 145.,'
khr ["'Fr range design oLjec ive at a 90-percent confi-
dence level was demonstrated, (2 when the maximum num-
ber of allowable failures is reached witnout deci:;ion,
or (3 when the accumulated test time is equal to i
greater than the maximum number of 'ailure.: allowed
tithes the slope of the acceptance line 1: t 7 unit-khr.
The test data obtained from seven tubes indicated
a cumulative CW operating time of 21 8 khr with no
relevant failures as of October 8, 197,', ',his test
data also demonstrates that the OST was ready for
flight as of this review date.
Concluding Remarks
Based on the successes of the Fioneer Satellite
Series, both flight qualification and the attainability
of long-duration operation in space of TWT communi.a-
tion systems have been established. The extensive de-
velopmental, laboratory life, and flight readiness
demonstration testing, of TWT cociununications system
components and parts have identified the early failure
modes which would occur during pr o-flight checkout pro-
cedures in the first 100 hours of flight preparations.
The CTS Spacecraft was launched on anuary 17, 1976 and
is currently undergoing a period in eclipse of about
6 weeks. The TEP as of August 30, 1976 had accumulated
2839 hours of high voltage on time with 5052 hours of
filament on time and was working properly when it en-
tered this eclipse period.
Wearout life-time projections for space used TWI''s
of 50 to 60 khr are justified in this report. 'Thus, it
appears that the output stage tube can perform for the
required operating time of 2 years in the Communica-
tions Technology Satellite for this mission.
Because of the ..ack of statistical testing of the
parts Lied in the output stage tuce, other approaches
to determining chance failure rates had to be consid-
ered in this report. Reasonable estimates of the
cha:, ,,e failure rates were obtained by an evaluation of
existing similar ':WT parts and the use of accepted ana-
lytical techniques. This study showed that similar
TWT's used in space would have an estimate MTBE' in the
range from about 56.3 to 4580 khr at a B0-percent con-
fidence level. The CTS cutput stage tube, b • cause of
its high efficiency and power gain requirements would
h"ve an estimated hTBF range from 58 to 1 .150 khr. The
maximum criticality numbers were computed for each part
and used for ranking. Ail parts with a maximum cr'_ti-
cality number greater than 10 were identified as risk
items. An intensive .evelopment program was conducted
to demonstrate that the OST was qualified and ready for
flight use. A reliability test to demonstrate flight
readiness was completed. This test confirmed that the
90-percent confidence NITBF range of 2.5 to 140 khr can
be met using a 10-percent consumer and producer risks
in the Poisson equation. Very tight process .•o::+.rocs
were also :sed to manufacture the OS- for space use.
Thus, while statistical testing of the )ST parts
and fully developed, flight qualified, tubes should be
undertaken, relatively high output s'a:-c '_ute rel°al
ity ca:i be pre.licted with confidence	 . the .
of careful design practic ,_ , available test data, and
a , cepted analytical techniiues.
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TABLE 1. - LONd LIFE SJAt4: MISaIONB WIN , , 'IW1' C0*11jNICA'I'TONS
Late	 Fli1•ht
De-ember 15, 1964 	 NASA Pioneer 6 - c-)=iunicatiun system contained redundant -IWT' s operating at 10 watts
in experimental (k) band. ;hi, syhlem operated properly for 411 /:1O hours at the time
of the fli l^ht report, althouMi there was an upward drift in the helix current but it
:.ever did exceed the maximum allowable valve.
August 31, 1966 NASA Pioneer 7 - the conLnunirat.ion system wa: not changeu for this I'light. T11is sys-
tem operated properly for 28 7b2 hours at the t ime of the fligtlt report, although one
TWI' failed due to excessive helix current after 3.56 hours.
December 13, 1967 	 NASA Pioneer 8 - the communication system was not changed for this flight. This cys-
tem operated properly for ,CC LBO hours- No anomalies have been observed.
September 8, 1969	 NASA Pioneer 9 - same redundant commwdcation system. This system operated properly
for 17 _,LO hours. No anomalic:; reported.
TABLE II. - TYPICAL TW1' LIFE TEST DATA
Tube type ;lumber of
tubes
Accumulated
hours
Number of
failures
M'i'BI• 	 (khrl
90 percent confidence
L U
.549	 is 7 168 b19 J1 A;.6 3280
384 H 12 236 185 0 78.F 4580
VA - 222 59 438 100 11 47.8 223
VA - 218A 50 204 000 6 19.4 77._1
aT'ube used in Pioneer communications system.
bSince this test was stopped before even une failure o,curred, the
rrBF rant •e for maximum likelihood was obtained by assuming that
one chance failure had occurred.
a
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TABLE I 7. - Tdr CBITI(ALITY WL`mIHG
.art 'Tir..r)	 rKllurc m.:.lc :UT lot.
prutublllty
Fail- mrolc
1'n•:l-y -1.1.
n r,
a:lure - 1 ,
i,r)
Y1ai-. w: crl •.ic	 llty
vtcr
(!'/lUt	 hr)
;'.: Ll e:tur
	
(lU::) 1a•ltt 1W U. 11 4.ou 2U4
i ollector (13) Ulrnn leaJ:: LU (::U,4)
Arc. :U
.	 t:w•le lo. 0,21 1.?0 1 r5
1:M;t,a• IC l'Lw:,;e to ru, nr Lle held :.J U. If b.6:. 4.,,I'
de L. ,qen luo 0. U0 'C. Un 25.0
I^u	 P:unp tlu6ln,; :10 0.55 1.On 11:,:.
:ryI t"it 10
Yin ' lo- ::enl olena 100 0.16 0. 9u 14.4
At t.-tor ti• to pattern or b0 0. if, 0.60 4,;:U
loceu^s
wavexu; den _ha,ye rf characterletice 10 0. 1 :; 1.10 1.76
7acwi envelolr Leata.;e 100 0.55 U,04 1.51
1lectrcdee 100 0.14 t.OY 1.26
.• chanl.LL daaaxe 100
Aron.- 100
ethu:e heater 'hen lu0 0.::0 0.02 1.00
:nternal shorts 10
ever 'hu::e In pattern or :.0 0 U 0.14 0.:16
lu.nee
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section
C.-	 !or. 4-tit 10 0.00 0.;,5 0.42
(l:, r), (7P) (0.10)
meld. -,niiufcal lu,a,e 10 0.14 0.U2 0.U'
a.l • y Mer-I Jer-ti- LI 0,8 0. 	 1 U.::1
I
TAI+LE V. - CASE MUNE.; OF WIAM-'f'UbE PROBLEM AREAS
1.	 OST lievelnpment,	 wo w,	 1?.	 ';nz 'I'd'l'
Electron gutn Circuit assembly
broken spot weld-cathode to cathode :support rink. Vacuum leak at window adapter.
Fractured cathode sleeve at wel,blent to support ring. Vacuum leak at	 input match hale.
Cathodes in t.wo completed tubes had uo imprer'nant, 1Ld.ermittent shurt in input coupler.
Vacuum leak at output coupler.
Collector ac3embly 'temperature variation of gain equalizer.
'Vacuum leak
	
in refocusing section.
broken collector insulator. Paper left iasi,.e Lube durin g assembly.
Leakare between collector elements.
Intermittent high-voLt.at;e breakdown.
Excessive out3,assine and secondary emission from
electrodes.
Electrode support tabs failed under vibration.
1. Experimental 4 kW, 	 12	 ;Ilz,
	
IVT -	 - --
Electron gun Circuit assemblyI
Eccentricit y of cathode and focus electrodes leading Cavity web too thin leading to therr.al strew..
to poor focus and increased circuit impingements. Circuit nonuniformity arising from careless
Poor ma,!netic rocusin B, lesding to thermal stress of assembly.
circuit. Poor beat-circuit couplini lue to poorly
held trap spacing tolerances,
^. Fxternal Cavity Klystron Am('lif:er, 20 kW, 0.4 T;Ilz
Electron gun	 Circuit assembly
Dien filament (3 tubes).	 Output cavity arc (2 tubes).
Shorted filament (4 tubes).	 Hilt body current (1 tube).
Low beam current (1 tube),
Miscellancour.
Collector assembly
Lost cooling (1 tube),
Melted collector (4 tubes).	 Low-power output (2 tubes).
Clogged collector (1 tube). 	 Cause of r%ilure u:.ulwn (.S tubes).
RFTROPUCIBILITY OF
;:':IGI;:AI, PAGE' IS PO( I1+
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	 - Typical failure rate as a function of operating time.
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Figure 3.	 - Flight readiness demonstration test.
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